LOCAL CONSULT MEETINGS
OPPORTUNITIES TO SHARE IMPORTANT REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PRIORITIES

2021 Local Consult Regional Project Discussions

The 2021 Local Consult meetings are underway as communities attend virtual meetings and share the important transportation priorities to help communities – and Kansas grow and thrive.

SEC. LORENZ TO SHARE IKE’S IMPACT, LEGACY ON TRANSPORTATION NEXT WEEK

On Sept. 23, Sec. Lorenz will share how President Eisenhower became known as the “Father of the Interstate System,” and his priority to develop our nation’s transportation infrastructure. Now, KDOT continues his legacy with the ten-year IKE program.

CHARGE UP KANSAS
$2M AVAILABLE FOR CHARGING STATIONS

KDOT is administering $2 million in Volkswagen settlement funds and seeks input and potential applicants to install fast charging stations at 12 sites.

SPEAK UP FOR SAFETY
Safety Director Troy Whitworth shares why it’s important to keep each other safe and speak up during unsafe situations.
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